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State College Area School District 

Office of Physical Plant 

Ed Poprik, Director 

 

 

To:          Board of School Directors, Facilities and Grounds Committee 

  

From:       Ed Poprik 

  

RE:           High School project – crosswalk 

  

Date:       September 6, 2018 

 

The High School project has enhanced pavement markings included at the Westerly Parkway 

crossings as part of the base bid.  These enhanced markings are thermoplastic paint inlayed into 

the crosswalks to mimic brick pavers.  (drawing is attached) 

 

During the early design phases of the project the Board requested that the intersections be 

raised and constructed of a different material in order to slow traffic.  This solution was not 

allowed; consequently, this alternate approach was included. 

 

The site contractor has verbally offered a credit in excess of $40,000.00 to substitute standard 

crosswalk painting in lieu of the thermoplastic. 

 

The design team has offered the following analysis: 

 

“The discussion of the crosswalks at the 4-way intersection near Welch was between the 30% 

and 60% design phase. The school board was looking at some sort of extra “safety 

enhancement” such as a raised pavement section through the intersection with brick pavers 

similar to some locations on the PSU campus. The board also was seeking something that was 

aesthetically pleasing since this was a high profile area and the entrance to the campus. Also, at 

this time we were not certain that PennDOT was going to permit a traffic signal so there was 

some extra attention about doing something different from the typical paint striping at this 

intersection. 

I ran all of these ideas by the Borough Public Works Department and the raised pavement 

section and brick pavers were not going to be allowed. The Borough indicated they would only 

permit crosswalk treatments that are approved by PennDOT for local roads. The PennDOT 

regulations permitted the use of an imprinted thermoplastic treatment which is essentially 
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embedded in the pavement or a stamped pattern that would be painted to look like bricks. We 

have used the stamped and painted application on other projects and the paint wore off quickly 

and became a continuous maintenance item. We opted to pursue the thermoplastic treatment 

which looked better and also had very high wear characteristics which would provide much less 

long term maintenance. 

The Borough approved the use of the thermoplastic treatment and it was included in the project 

bid documents. 

While the imprinted thermoplastic treatment will look and feel like brick pavers it does not offer 

any additional “safety” factor over the typical “piano key” white crosswalk striping, particularly 

since this intersection will have a traffic signal.” 

 

 

Administration is seeking guidance on whether to seek a formal change order request for this 

potential credit. 
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